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ABSTRACT
The development of children's knowledge of compensating spatial
dimensions was investigated using kindergarten, second, fourth, and
sixth grade subjects, plus an adult sample by means of a perceptual
estimation task requiring the subjects to match a stimulus rectangle in
total area to an adjustable square stimulus. The problem was conceptual-
ized in an information integration paradigm and the procedures and tech-
niques of functional measurement were applied for the analysis.
Compensation ability was fo\md to develop from a stage of total centra-
tion on one dimension to a stage of total decentration with equal weight-
ing applied to both dimensions.
Contrary to previous hypotheses, the vertical dimension was not
the salient dimension for single dimension centerers. Rather, the
spatial axis on which the compared-objects were placed determined the
displacement of attention. When this frame of reference effect was
controlled, the longer of the two dimensions was the salient dimension
for centering subjects.
Conceptualizing this problem in terms of information integra-
tion theory and functional measurement represents a new experimental
approach to children's cognitive and perceptual judgments.
ii
1I
This study represents an empirical investigation into the nature
and development of centration and decentration in a perceptual estimation
task requiring the coordination of spatial dimensions. In Piagetian
terminology, perceptual centration generally refers to the fixation of
attention on a particular attribute or set of attributes of a stimulus
configuration whereas decentration refers to the subject's coordination
of successive centrations (Piaget, 1969b). Uncoordinated centration
leads to illusory perception whereas decentration attempts to compensate
for the effects of centration by a system of self-regulatory mechanisms
which explore the stimulus in its entirety, constantly engaging in com-
parisons between fixations and integrating the information obtained.
According to Piaget (1963» ^96^^)^ the development of perceptual decen-
tration in children, although comprised of different genetic roots and a
separate evolution from intelligence, is markedly influenced by cognitive
growth. In fact, Piaget (1969^) maintains that perceptual decentration
in mamy domains does not make its appearance until the intellectual struc-
tures of logical operations are firmly rooted at about age seven. Thus,
the perception of the prelogical child is characterized by an excess of
centration, which has been empirically supported in Piaget 's developmental
studies of Type I illusions (Piaget, 1969b). The most cited examples of
pre-operational centration, however, are in the conservation paradigm,
wherein young children appear to center their attention and base their
judgments on only one spatial dimension of the transformed object. Thus,
after the young child has affirmed that two equal sized glasses of water
2contain the same amount of liquid, and one is poured into a shorter, hut
wider glass, the typical response is that the taller one has more water.
It seems as though young children cannot coordinate the changes in "both
dimensions (height and width), hy noting that a change in one dimension
is compensated by a reciprocal change in the other dimension. It is im-
portant to note, however, that both perceptual centration on only the
height dimension and failure to coordinate both dimensions conjointly are
inferences based on the child's verbalizations concerning the equivalence
of the amount of water in two different shaped glasses. Equally plausible
is that the children are indeed attempting to perceptually coordinate
dimensions since they lack the logical structure with which to deduce
the correct answer, but are in fact erroneously coordinating. An analysis
of the child's verbalizations in conservation tasks cannot decide between
these two hypotheses. Moreover, the consistent observation of young
children's responses to conservation tasks is often interpreted to mean
that young children are unable to coordinate spatial dimensions in general
(not just specific to logical tasks) due to the effects of centration.
However, centration used here is a qualitative, descriptive construct
which is never empirically tested. In anticipation of amy possible mis-
understanding, it should be pointed out that Piciget does not contend that
perceptual centration causes the failure of young children to exhibit
conservation; rather, centration is the result of the child's pre-logical
comprehension of the logical components of the task. Thus, perceptual
centration and the inability to coordinate dimension is a covariate of
pre-operational intelligence and are unestablished inferences based on
young children's responses to tasks designed to accurately assess the
3logical structure of intelligence, and not on tasks designed to assess
multidimensional coordination.
The task designed for this study is one of perceptual estimation
and systematically manipulates spatial dimension as the independent
variables in an attempt to analyze children's integration of spatial
dimensions. As will become obvious in the conceptualization of this
problem, the terra "integration" will refer to any systematic coordination
of dimensions, regsirdless of the manner in which the integration process
takes place. The experimental design amd analysis represent the concep-
tiialization of this problem in a new perspective: that of information
integration theory and functional measurement (Anderson, 1970, 1971 )•
Thus, in addition to an investigation into the nature of centration in
dimensional integration, this study exemplified a new experimental approach
to the problems of children's cognitive and perceptual judgments in problem
solving tasks. Since the procedures involved in functional measurement
are relatively unfamiliar to developmental psychologists, a separate section
elaborating some of those basic assumptions and techniques applicable to
this study will follow asi analysis of the current status of the problem
of centration amd multidimensional coordination. Thus, the remainder of
the introduction consists of the following sections. First, the next
section elaborates Piaget's concepts of centration and decentration. This
is followed by a section relating these concepts to children's developing
knowledge of compensating spatial dimensions and the notion of dimensional
saliency, wherein the specific empirical questions asked in this study
will be formulated. The last two sections consist of descriptions of the
procedures and analyses of information integration theory and functional
4measurement. In this last section, the empirical questions concerning
children's coordination of spatial dimensions are reformulated in terms
of the information integration paradigm.
Centration and decentration in
perception and intelli|S:ence
It should be pointed out from the outset that there is a distinc-
tion in genetic episteraology between perceptual centration and intellectual
centration, although the two are integrally related. As outlined above,
perceptual centration refers to the fixation of attention on a set of
attributes of a stimulus configuration. Intellectual centration, however,
refers to the cognitive inability to logically coordinate classes and
relations due to irreversible and nonreciprocal cognitive schemes (Piaget,
1963)« Thus, intellectual centration is synonymous with egocentrism and
resides on the level of reasoning, whereas perceptual centration remains
on the level of perception. In their parallel geneses, intellectural de-
centration rises to the level of logical reversibility, whereas perceptual
decentration is marked by increasing regulation and coordination of per-
ceptual activity. The distinction of importance is that although per-
ceptual and intellectual centration are analogous in function, intellectual
decentration is logically operational and thus capable of abstraction and
inference, whereas perceptual decentration is probabilistic and always tied
to the stimulus configviration, giving rise to illusions. The interesting
point herein is the fact that in the course of development, perception
becomes quantitatively more self-regulatory whereas the intellect becomes
structvired into a qualitatively new logical system. Thus, since perception
develops quantitatively, there exist some self-regulatory mechanisms in
5perception long before intelligence is operational. These early self-
regulatory mechanisms can he readily observed in the case of perceptual
constancies (Piaget, I963) and certain perceptual estimations (Piaget,
1967) observed in the behavior of infants and young children. In fact,
in terms of a structural hierarchy, perceptual regulations occupies the
space between sensori-motor schemata and reversible operations and is
grounded in the former while acting as one of the catalysts for the latter
(Piaget, 1963). However, when intelligence becomes operational and frees
itself from the irreversible mechanisms of perceptions, it in turn influences
the perceptual regulations toward increasing active decentration, nearing
the threshold of operations without ever quite achieving reversibility.
Thus, in genetic epistemology, both perceptual centration and perceptual
decentration are phenomena integrally dependent upon the level of opera-
tional intellegence.
This basic tenet of Piagetism theory has important implications for
understanding the child's development of infra-logical concepts (space and
time) and infra-logical metrics (geometry), Piaget 's books on space (1967)
amd geometry (1964) present many studies revealing that young children are
unable to conceive of space according to Euclidean metrics. Rather, the
young child conceives of spatial objects and relations topologically and
without reference to a coordinate system. Thus, Piaget demonstrated how
young children represent spatial relations among objects (such as location
in the child's own neighborhood) purely in linear terms. Piaget maintains
that spatial relations are represented in the young child according to his
subjective activity with them. Thus, since locations are preceived suc-
cessively in order of their appearance, the child represents those relations
6linearly, rather than in terms of Euclidean metrics. Likewise, in the
assessments of area conservation, yoiing children base their judgments of
equalityand inequality on only one of the geometric dimensions without
coordinating the other dimension. It is important to note here that these
tasks which reveal centrat ion and the lack of a coordinate reference
system in young children are tasks which require logical (or infra-logical)
operations or the relations subsumed within the appropriate logical opera-
tions. Accordingly, these tasks incisively demonstrate young children's
pre-logical thinking. However, they do not demonstrate with corresponding
psychological incision, general deficiencies in young children's coordina-
tion of spatial dimensions in situations which do not require strict logical
reasoning processes. In fact, since pre-operational thinking does possess
some regulatory mechanisms before they are abstracted on the plane of
logical operations, we might suspect that yoiing children are able to inte-
grate spatial dimensions in a probabilistic estimation task. However, there
is also related evidence to be described below, which seems to indicate
that children are unable to make reliable estimates of multidimensional
spatial quantities until well after mastery of concrete operations. This
would suggest that logical operations and infra-logical metrics in and of
themselves, although possibly necessary, are insufficient for reliable
judgments of multidimensional spatial quantity. Thus, there is no conclusive
research on children's abilities to coordinate spatial dimensions in tasks
other than those primarily designed to tap logical reasoning, and their
tasks may indeed be masking the young child's competence in this domain.
In sum, we may conclude that children's ability to integrate spatial dimen-
sions has not yet been put to a rigorous empirical test.
7Compensation and dimensional salience
As outlined above, Piaget (1952) observed that pre-operational
children typically center on only one dimension of the transformed object
in conservation tasks and thus, base their judgments of equality and in-
equality on this single criterion. In fact, Piaget (1952) outlines a
three-stage process in the development of conservation based on this notion
of single dimensional centration. In the first stage, the child centers
on only one dimension of the compared objects without detection of the com-
pensating changes in the other dimension. The second stage reveals a sudden
shift of attention to the opposite dimension (opposite from the one origin-
ally centered upon), but without coordination of the original dimension.
Thus, the second stage is marked by a shift in selective attention and so
a. shift in the criteria on which to base response. The child now believes
that B > A whereas previously he asserted A - B under identical conditions.
The third stage hallmarks an attempt to coordinate the successive centrations
made in stages one and two leading to the abstraction of object conservation.
Support for this three-stage process has been gathered by 0* Bryan and Boersma
(1917) with eye movement recordings of children in conservation tasks.
Interestingly, the dimension initially centered on is usually the
vertical. Thus the non-conserving child typically believes the taller
object to be more. This common observation has led a number of investigators
to hypothesize that the child considers the word "more" to be equivalent to
"taller," and, language comprehension is fundamentally important in acqui-
sition of conservation. These investigators argue that this represents a
major methodological problem in the conservation paradigm (Griffiths, Shantz,
and Sigel, I967; Rothenberg, 19^9; Braine, 1959). Piaget and his colleagues
8(Piaget, 1963; Inhelder, I966) argue that the possible language deficits
are concomitants of pre-logical thinking and certainly not causative agents.
A similar line of investigation into dimensional centration has been
conducted into the development of the perceptual salience of the vertical
dimension itself. Using a forced choice paradigm, Lumsden and Poteat (I968)
presented kindergarten children and high schoolers with pairs of rectangles
and squares of varying dimensions, with either equal or unequal areas, with
the task being to choose the one which was "bigger." The results \uiequivo-
cally showed that the kindergarten children chose the shape with the greatest
verticality, even when the area was only one-fourth that of the shorter com-
parison stimulus. The high schoolers were equally divided between the two
eq\ial area stimuli ajid had no problem in accurately choosing the larger
stimulus (in area) when the stimuli were of unequal area. This finding was
also replicated with three dimensional objects (Poteat and Hulsebus, I968).
Utilizing this paradigm, Hulsebus (I969) tested the above finding at every
grade level from kindergarten to sixth grade and found that the vertical
dimension was indeed the salient dimension in the concept of "bigger" until
ages nine to ten. These researchers concluded that the concept of "bigger"
develops from uni-dimensional verticality to multidimensional area expanse.
They suggested a biological dependence on verticality explanation for this
phenomenon of vertical salience and hypothesize that this presents a major
methodological problem in conservation assessments. It should be pointed
out at this point that pilot data for the present study gathered by this
writer strongly suggested against any such biological model to explain the
vertical salience revealed above. Rather the pilot study suggested dimen-
sional salience could be a simple function of stimulus display conditions.
This tentative hypothesis could have important implications for future
investigations into concepts of physical quantity and these will serve
as one of the empirical questions asked in this study. However, despite
the possible mistaken hypothesis concerning the nature of vertical salience,
of considerable interest is the finding that not until a rather late age
(nine to ten) do children appear to overcome the uni-dimensional salience
and accurately assess area according to compensating dimensions, A related
study by Beilin (I964), concerned primarily with infra-logical strategies
in area concepts, revealed that although perceptual judgments of equality
vs. inequality of two dimensional
.
shapes are fairly accurate as low as
kindergarten (although this was actually congruence vs. incongruence),
categorical judgments of more and less were still difficult for fourth
graders (the oldest age group tested). A recent study by Miller (1973)
attempted to further explore children's attention to changing stimulus
dimensions by an attention task which manipulated height, width, and quantity
of water in a conservation-like peiradigm, but consisted of multiple trans-
formations of initially equivalent ajnounts of water simultaneously into
different shaped containers. The child's task was to choose the two that
are the same quantity from a set of alternatives which matched either the
height, width, or quantity of the untransformed water. Interestingly,
kindergarten age conservers as well as nonconcervers consistently matched
the height dimension and not till the third grade did an appreciable per-
centage of children attend to the quantity of water.
It is exceedingly difficult to draw any conclusions from these
studies on children's understanding of compensating dimensions and single
dimensional salience due to the inherent methodological problems involved.
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The first of these, already mentioned aljove, is the stimulus display
bias of presenting the objects to be compared on a horizontal axis. But
more importantly, the technique of analyzing children's categorical responses
in a forced choice situation is quite insufficient to investigate children's
integration and coordination of stimulus dimensions. Thus, it is quite
plausible that children do coordinate dimensions at a younger age them
found by the above researchers, but the process of dimensional integration
my be quite different for younger and older age subjects. Moreover, for
the same reason, the methodologies employed to date do not demonstrate
accurate dimensional integration even at those ages where the subjects are
responding correctly to the forced-choice task. Thus, these children may
be solving the problem on either strict logical bases in the case of con-
servation-like studies or in the other case of perceptual estimation of size,
poorly developed integrative processes which may be capable of meeting the
meagre task demands of a forced-choice task. It should be clear that the
research so far has not investigated children's capacities for integrating
and coordinating spatial dimensions by obtaining direct measures of atten-
tion to each dimension separately ajid an ajialysis of the integration process
in their combination. Thus, this investigation asks the following empirical
questions: (l) are young children capable of coordinating geometrical
dimensions when estimating spatial quantity? (ll) are there stimulus
display conditions which maximize or minimize the probability of dimensional
coordination? (ill) what is the relative dominance or salience, if any,
of each stimulus dimension under varying stimulus display conditions?
(IV) by what process do children integrate the stimulus dimensions? and
(V) how do the answers to questions I-IV interact with either age or the
development of logical operations?
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Information integration theory
and functional measurement
The techniques described in this section and those to he utilized
in the analysis of the data are taken from Anderson (I97O, I971). One
of the basic tenets of information integration theory is that humans
use sirapliB algebraic models such as adding, averaging, etc. in integrat-
ing information. In fact, averaging models have enjoyed a good deal of
empirical success in describing data obtained in studies of integration
usin^ verbal stimuli (Anderson, 1971), as well as psychophysical tasks
(Anderson, I97O, I971).
The methodology of functional measurement conceptualizes the
component pieces of information to be integrated as independent variables
in the experimental design. For example, if an individual were rating
the likeability of a particular person, he would do so by integrating
such pieces of information as disposition, appearance, status, etc.
Utilizing the methodology of functional measurement, these components
become the factors in the design aind the levels of each factor represent
the stimuli presented to the subject. The integration model under con-
sideration can be simply tested by significance testing of certain com-
ponents in the analysis of variance.
A concrete example should make this procedxire clear. Suppose
the subject's task is to rate the likeability of a hypothetical person
based on two pieces of information, say, status and appearance, and
experimentally, each variable may asstime one of three levels. This ex-
perimental design is shown in Table 1.
12
Insert Table 1 here
The cells of the 3 x 3 design represent the pairs of stimuli presented
for the suhject's judgment which is made on some response scale. Thus
the entries in each cell will consist of the subject's response to the
comhination of a particular level of appearance with a particular level
of status. If the integration model under consideration was a simple
averaging one such as
R = (S^ + Z^)/2 (1)
where R is the overt response to the pair of stimuli presented, is the
scale value of the particular level of factor A, and S2 the scale value
of the particular level of factor B, we could easily fill in the theoreti-
cal response for each cell in the design. However, in most integration
.tasks, the two factors might have different weights or importance.
Allowing to be the weight associated with a particular stimulus (S)
of factor A and to be the weight associated with a particular stimulus
(S) of factor 3, the integration model becomes
R - (W^S^ + W2S2)/(W^ + W^) (2)
Both the theoretical responses for the cells of the 3x3 design
using this weighted averaging model and a numerical example are shown in
Table 2. An important property of the averaging model is the prediction
of parallelism. This can be readily observed in the rows represented by
14
measurement procedures allow separate estimates of both the weight para-
meters and the scale values. Since the optimal procedure for obtaining
these weight parameters depends on the integration model used and the
particular constraints set upon the weight parameters, its elaboration will
be postponed until the next section, wherein the methods appropriate for
this study will be demonstrated. For now, it is sufficient to note that
functional measurement procedures consider four interrelated problems
simultaneously: (l) a test of the integration model, (2) functional
scales of the subject values of the stimuli, (3) separate estimates of
weight parameters, and (4) the validity of the overt response scale.
The four problems are highly interdependent in that the validity of the
integration model is contingent upon the validity of the response scale
suid vice versa. If there is reason to believe that the response scale is
inadequate (inadequate in the sense of not allowing a strict monotone
transformation of the psychological response into the overt response), a
monotone rescaling trajisformation can be applied to the overt response
data. This often is the case in tasks where the subject makes his response
on the same physical scale as the stimuli, i.e., psychophysical tasks.
Procedures for rescaling the overt response have been developed by Bogartz
and Wackwitz (1971 )• Also, the stimulus scaling procedure and the esti-
mation of weight parameters presuppose the validity of the integration
model, and so must be performed only after a successful test of the
integration model.
13
Insert Table 2 here
B-C in both the theoretical and numerical expressions in Table 2. In
practice the test of parallelism becomes a significance test for the row
X column interaction. Tnus, the analysis of variance can serve as a
powerful test of the theoretical integration model. It is important
to notice that the test of the model does not require knowledge of the
scale values nor the weights. All that is needed is the data matrix.
Of course, not all integration models predict parallelism. Multiplica-
tive models, for instance, predict a row x column interaction. However,
this interaction should all be subsumed in one degree of freedom, the
linear x linear component of that interaction. In fact, direct tests by-
use of ANOVA techniques for many diverse integration models have been
set forth (Anderson, I97O, I97I).
In addition to testing integration models, functional measurement
procedures provide an incisive method for scaling the subjective values
of the row and column stimuli. It can be observed in the bottom row of
Table 2A, that the column means are a linear function of the column
stimuli. This would likewise hold true for the row mesins. Thus, the
row and column means represent an interval scale of the psychological
values for the row and column stimuli, respectively, with arbitrary origin
and scale unit. In the nixmerical example, the column means represent an
interval scale of the column stimuli with the proportionate spacing
between levels of those stimuli kept constant. Also, functional
^•5
Punctional measuremeni: of dimensional integration
The problem of understanding children's dimensional centration
and decentration can now be conceptualized in terms of information inte-
gration theory, and the empirical questions asked above can be put to
rigorous functional measurement analyses. In the task to be described,
the subject is presented with a series of two dimensional rectangles and
is instructed to estimate the area of the figure by methods appropriate
to both young and older children. Thus, the geometric dimensions of rec-
tangles presented to a subject are conceptualized as the pieces of infor-
mation to be integrated and since the dimensions manipulated in this
investigation are spatial, and spatial quantity is defined as the multi-
plication of the defining dimensions, the integration model under consid-
eration is a multiplicative one which can be expressed as
r = (s/l)(S2''2) (3)
wherein the weight parameters and now play a power role, which is
the only appropriate manner in which weighting factors can operate in a
multiplicative model. Utilizing this integration model we can set up
any N x M design and fill in the appropriate cells. Theoretical expres-
sions for a 3 X 3 factorial design, assuming this weighted multiplicative
model is operative, and a numerical exsunple are shown in Table 3«
Insert Table 3 here
The rows represented by B - C in both the theoretical expressions and
the numerical example reveal a column x row interaction. However, the
16 .
interaction will subsume a specified form: a graphical plot of the data
matrix will form a diverging fan of straight lines with common inter-
section. Statistically, this theoretical form corresponds to a signifi-
cant bilinear componet of the row x column interaction, and if both
and = 1, the nonsignificance of the residual component. Stimulus
scaling and weighing estimation are considerably more difficult with
multiplication models, but some procedures are available (Anderson, 1971).
One such procedure begins by reconceptualizing the multiplicative model
presented in equation (3) as an additive model induced by some monotone
transformation M so that equation (3) becomes
m' (r.^) = w^f(3^) + w^fCs^) (4)
wherein f^ and f^ are arbitrary ftinctions. Since W^log S^ + W^log S^ =
log [ (S^ 1) (S^ 2) ], a logarithmic transformation is such an additivity
inducing trauisformation. For clarity, theoretical expressions for this
transformed data matrix including colxamn means are shown in Table 4. It is
Insert Table 4 here
now possible to derive functional scale values and weight parameters
whereas as can be observed in Table 3 above, it is impossible in a multi-
plicative model to separate the effect of any particular combination of
two stimuli.
Thus, as in the averaging model, the row and column means for the
adding model depicted in Table 4 represent an interval scale of the
subjective scale values for the row and column stimuli, respectively.
17
To obtain estimates of the weight parameters and W^, by setting the
subjective scale values equal to the physical scale values, a linear re-
gression procedure may be applied to the observed response scores (R )
ij
yielding a least squares estimate of and W^. However, since this
procedure rests on the assumption that the subjective scale values do
equal the physical values for the multiplicative models, the derived
weight parameters are unique only up to a base transformation.
The empirical questions of this investigation will now be con-
sidered in terms of the above perspective. The question of children's
capacity for dimensional coordination becomes a test of the multiplicative
model. In addition, a direct assessment of dimensional attention and
salience is provided by deriving the subjective stimulus scale values and
weight parameters. By this methodology, it is possible to separate the
question of dimensional centration from the question of dimensional
coordination. In other words, it is possible to simultaneously find both
dimensional integration in children through establishing the validity of
the integration model for their responses, and also dimensional centration
by obtaining unequal weight parameters for the dimensions. What this
means conceptually is the possibility of redefining the term centration
in the domain of dimensional compensation from its present all or none
status to a quantifiable construct which may possibly develop gradually
over age. In fact, as noted above, Piaget (1969) hypothesizes that in
perception, the centration to decentration dimension does indeed develop
gradually over age. The present methodology allows for an estimate of
such relative centration and decentration.
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Of course, it is possible that the younger prelogical children
may completely center on one dimension setting the weight parameter of
the reciprocal dimension to zero and so invalidating the multiplicative
model. In such a case, the prediction for the resulting height x width
data matrix would be both statistical parallelism (non-significance of
the height x width interaction) and the absence of any main effect for the
non-centered dimension. An exsimple of such total centration on each
dimension separately is shown in Table 5,
Insert Table 5 here
Thus, conceptualizing the problem of dimensional centration and
decentration in terms of information integration theory could refine
the meaning of those terms as well as providing new understanding of the
processes to which these terms refer and their psychological development.
19
Method
Subjects
The sample for this study consisted of 120 subjects, 24 chosen
from each of five age-grade levels. The five age levels chosen were
kindergarten, second, fourth, and sixth grade children attending the
Haidley Public Schools in Hadley, Massachusetts, and. adulst imdergraduate
volunteers from large psychology courses at the University of Massa-
chusetts. The children were tested individually in a quiet room in
their elementary school and the adults were tested individually in a
research room at the University's department of psychology.
Apparatus
A schematic drawing of the apparatus to be used in the perceptual
estimation task is shown in Figure 1. The apparatus consists of a 50*5 cm
Insert Figure 1 here
X 75.5 cm X 1 cm piece of plywood with a display window cut in the top
center. The display window is partitioned into four smaller display windows
of equal size (l? cm x 14.5 cm). The four windows are separated by
strips of plywood 1.5 cm in width. For clarity, these windows are designated
as quadrants starting with quadrant I in the upper right hand corner, and
quadrants II, III, and IV following a clockwise rotation. (See Figure 1.)
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The entire apparatus is placed on a second piece of plywood of
identical dimensions but without the cut-out display window, so that
each of the four display windows consists of a 2 cm deep recessed area
wherein the stimuli may he placed. The apparatus rests on a 2 inch high
wooden frame in order to raise it off its hase. Also shown in Figure 1,
in the lower left and lower right hand corners of the apparatus are two
levers. These levers may be manipulated up and down on a sliding track
which is placed between the two pieces of plywood. The manipulation of
one of these levers in turn controls the appearance and size of an adjust-
able piece of plywood into its respective quadrant (either II or III).
The manipulation of the right hand level controls the adjustable stimulus
in quadrant II and the manipulation of the left hand lever controls the
adjustable stimulus in quadrant III.
The levers control these adjustable stimuli to be larger or
smaller and can easily be stopped at any size. However, these adjustable
stimuli only construct progressively larger or smaller squares. When
the levers are at their bottom position the adjustable square drops
behind the recess between the pieces of plywood and so cannot be seen.
At their highest point, the levers construct a 17 cm x 17 cm square
(289 square cm) and are easily majiipulated to any size between these
two points. Alongside the tracks of each lever is a strip of wood 2.5 cm
high. On the side of this piece of wood opposite the track of each
lever is a scale marked in millimeters and coded in alphanumeric code.
The apparatus is designed in this manner to facilitate response recording
by the experimenter without allowing the subject to utilize the scale in
21
any way. The entire apparatus is a medixim shade of hrown, except for the
adjustable squares which are painted the same light green as the stimuli
to be placed in the four display windows.
Attached to the apparatus (see Figure 1 ) are two small rubber
cows approximately 4 cm high x 7 cm long with their heads drawn down as
if they were eating. One cow is black and the other cow is white.
Stimuli for the perceptual .judgment task
The experimental stimuli to be placed in one of the quadrants
on each trial consist of plywood quandrangles of various dimensional size.
Nine of these are rectangles and their dimensions serve as the row and
column stimuli in the design. Both height and width dimensions and the
total square area of each of the nine stimulus rectangles are shown in
Table 6.
Insert Table 6 here
The other three stimulus quadrangles are squares of dimensions
4 cm X 4 cm, 8 cm x 8 cm, and 12 cm x 12 cm, respectively. All twelve
stimuli are painted the same light green color as the two adjustable
squares of the apparatus.
Stimuli for area conservation assessment
The stimuli used for the assessments of area conservation consisted
of those materials in the Goldshmidt-bentler Concept Assessment Kit
—
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Conservation which are appropriate for the testing of conservation of
niimber, water, 2 dimensional space, and area.
Experimental design
The three levels of both height and width dimensions construct
the 3 X 3 factorial design shown in Table 6 which forms the basis for
the functional measurement analyses.
The 24 subjects at each age-grade level were randomly assigned
to three groups of eight subjects each, keeping the number of males
and females equal in each group. Group 1 was shown each pair of stimulus
qusuirangles on a direct horizontal axis (either in quandrant II or III),
to one side of the adjustable square. Group 2 viewed the stimuli on a
vertical axis directly above the adjustable square (either quadrant I
or IV and group III viewed the stimuli in that quadrant directly diagonal
to (above and to one side of) whichever adjustable square is manipulated.
All subjects in all conditions went through every level of both the
height and width dimensions, thus seeing all nine rectangles. The first
nine trials for all subjects consisted of a randomized order of the nine
rectcingles placed in the vertical position i.e., the longer of the two
dimensions was always the height, A second nine trials consisted of a
different random order of the same nine rectangles, but placed in a
horizontal position so that the longer dimension was now the width. After
the two sets of nine trials, the three squares were displayed one at a
time, making a total of 21 trials. The rationale for presenting the
squares was to obtain a means of general perceptual accuracy when only
one stimulus dimension needed to be taken into account.
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Procediire
Subjects were brought individually to the research room and
assigned randomly to one of the three display conditions. The subject
was seated in front of the apparatus and asked to indicate which hand
the subject writes with (kindergartners were given a piece of paper and a
crayon and asked to draw a circle). The subject's hand preference determined
which lever was manipulated for all trials and so determined the left
or right quadrant placement of the experimental stimuli within each of
the three display conditions. The rationale for this procedure is based
on pilot data gathered by this writer which indicated that older children
(9-10 year olds) have some difficulty manipulating the lever requiring
their non-preferred hand.
A warm-up stimulus of rectangular dimensions was placed in the
appropriate quadrant (depending on group assignment and hand preference),
with one of the small rubber cows placed in a position adjacent to this
stimulus and the other cow placed in a similar position with respect
to the adjustable stimulus to be manipulated. The following instructions
were spoken to the subject, "This black (white) cow has all this grass
to eat [experimenter points to the rectangular stimulus painted green].
And this white cow has this grass to eat [experimenter pushes the lever
up to reveal a very small (considerably smaller tham the rectangular
stimulus) portion of the adjustable square smd points to it]. Which cow
has more grass to eat?" (Child responds. If he responds incorrectly,
this part of the procedure is repeated with a different warm-up stimulus.
If he responds correctly the experimenter continues.) "Very good! But
watch what I can do! I can give the white cow more grass to eat by
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pushing this har." (The experimenter pushes it to its highest point,
and so, the variable square is now considerably larger in area than the
standard rectangular stimulus.) "Which cow has more grass to eat now?"
(Child responds.) "Good, you see I can make this white cow's grass any
size I want. You try." (Child manipulates the lever.) "O.K., this
time you make it so the white cow has just as much grass to eat as the
black cow."
Two additional warm-up trials followed to insure that the subject
can easily memipulate the lever. After three warm-up trials, each sub-
ject was presented with a different randomized order of the nine rectangu-
lar stimuli first in the vertical, and then in the horizontal position.
The start of each trial was initiated by the experimenter reiterating
the instruction, "Make it so the black [or white] cow has just as much
grass to eat as the white cow," After each trial the experimenter
recorded the alphanumeric symbol at the exact point on the scale beside
the track where the subject placed the lever. The experimenter also
noted whether or not each child was a complete single dimensional centerer
i.e., exactly matching only one stimulus dimension of the rectangles. If
there was an sunbiguity in classifying a particular subject as a centerer,
after the last test trial, the subject was interviewed as to how he knew
the two cows had the same amount of grass to eat. He was also asked to
show how he knew they were the same. Total centerers invariably would
remove the stimulus rectsuigle and place it next to the adjustable square
80 that only one dimension was perfectly in match.
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After the last test trial, this perceptual judgment apparatus
was removed from the table, and the conservation of area materials
presented. The protocol and the scoring procedure for the conservation
task was that of the Goldshmidt-Bentler Concept Assessment Kit—Conservation
(1968). The conservation of number task consists of aligning two rows of
poker chips each in one to one spatial correspondence and asking the
child if the two rows of chips contain the same number or whether one row
contains more. Then, a spatial transformation on one of the rows is per-
formed by spreading the chips in that row further apart, and once again
the child is asked if the two rows contain the same number. The criteria
for success is based on the child's justification for his answer, (either
in terms of reversibility or noting no additions or subtractions), and
not merely on the correct response. The conservation of water task in-
volves first establishing two equal quantities of water and then pouring
one glass of water into a taller, but thinner glass, asking the appropriate
questions of same or different amounts of water in the two glasses. Two
dimensional space consists of two squares consisting of sixteen toy
blocks each before the transformation and then rearranging one of the
squares into a single row of sixteen blocks in a straight line. The con-
servation of area task begins by setting five toy farm barns on identical
places on two equal sized rectangular pieces of cardboard representing farms.
A toy cow is placed on each farm and the child is asked if each cow has
the same amount of grass to eat. Then the barns on one of the farms is
rearreinged and spread out over the area while the barns on the other farm
are left intact. The child is once again asked if the two cows have the
same amount of grass to eat. Each child was assessed for conservation
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'of mjm'ber, water, 2 dimensional space, and area, in that order.
Of course, neither these elaborate instructions including the
cows and grass in the perceptual estimation task nor the conservation
assessments were necessary for the adult subjects. For this age
group, the instructions simply called for matching the area of the
standard stimulus with that of the adjustable stimulus. However, all
other procedures did remain identical.
t
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Results and Discussion
It was necessary to run an original twenty-eight kindergarteners
and twenty-five second graders to meet the sample restrictions of
twenty-four subjects in each age group. Thus, four kindergarteners
and one second grader were replaced for reason of either failure to
understand or failure to complete both the perceptual estimation task
and the conservation assessments. It should also be noted that from the
entire sample of one hundred and twenty subjects, only five left-handed
subjects were identified. Since their individual data were completely
consistent with the results for their respective age groups and experi-
mental conditions, no separate analyses for handedness was necessary.
For clarity, in all the analyses to be presented below, stimulus
position refers to the placement of the stimuli as either vertical, with
the longer side of the rectangle in the vertical position (first 9 trials)
or horizontal, with the longer side in the horizontal position (second 9
trials). In contrast, the terms stimulus display conditions or experi-
mental conditions refers to the between subjects variable of stimulus
placement in one of the three different quadrants, either (l) on a
horizontal plane immediately beside the adjustable square, (2) on a
vertical plane immediately above the adjustable square or (3) on a
diagonal, both above and to one side of the adjustable square. It is
iraportcuit that the reader keep this terminology intact, for the terras
vertical and horizontal to be conceived of properly and within their
appropriate contexts.
.
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Analysis for Single Dimension Centerers
The raw data from the perceptual estimation task for all one
hundred and twenty subjects was initially analysed by applying an
analysis of variance for a three within (height x width x stimulus position),
two between (experimental display conditions and age groups) repeated
measures design. This first analysis was performed only for the purpose
of demonstrating an expected age effect which was highly significant
(p < .001). A major source of variance contributing to this age effect
was obvious: a considerable number of the yotinger subjects had completely
centered totally on one dimension of the stimulus rectangles. This fact
was apparent during testing by observing these children exactly match
up the adjustable square to one single dimension of the rectangle when in
one stimulus position, and then dramatically change their judgment when '
I
the rectangle was placed in the opposite stimulus position by their re- I
instating the single dimensional match to the rearranged stimulus dimen-
j
sions. In addition, these subjects would mention only one dimension when
asked how they knew the two cows had the same amount of grass to eat, and
when asked if they could show the experimenter how they knew, they would
invau?iably remove the stimulus from its quadrant placement and place it
I
near the square to demonstrate a unidimensional equality. On these i
criteria, those subjects classified as either total height or total width
centerers were removed for separate analysis. A total of twelve subjects
were identified as centerers in the kindergarten group and nine subjects
from the second grade group. No subjects from the other three age groups
were identified as centerers. The distribution of these subjects as either
height or width centers for both stimulus positions in both age groups
and according to experimental display
The first observation that is readily
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conditions is shown in Table 7.
apparent is that all subjects in
Insert Table 7 here
group 1 are height centerers whereas all subjects in group 2 are width
centerers. This represents a consistent display condition effect due to
the explicit frame of reference the child has for making single dimensional
judgments. Thus, when the stimulus rectangles were placed along a hori-
zontal plane trom the adjustable square, the younger children centered
only on the height dimension, whereas when the rectajigles were placed along
a vertical plane, i.e., directly above the adjustable square, they centered
on the width.
This powerful display condition effect becomes more dramatic when
we consider these same subjects* performance on the second nine trials
when the stimuli were presented as horizontal rectangles for all three
display condition groups. As is obvious from an inspection of Table 7i
all subjects in group 1 for both age groups remained height centerers
despite the change in position of the rectangles, wherein the width was
now the longer of the two dimensions. Accordingly, all subjects in group
2 remained width centerers across the position change. Thus, we may con-
clude that the effect of an explicit frame of reference is even more
powerful thcin the effect of the longer dimension which some researchers
have hypothesized as being the controlling factor in the displacement of
the young child's centering activity (Piaget 1967f Rothenberg, ^^6^),
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However, an interesting phenomenon is revealed in group 3 (diagonal position)
wherein eight out of the nine subjects in this condition initially centered
on height during those trials in which the rectangles were in the vertical
position, but switched their centration to the width dimension during those
trials in which the stimuli were placed in the horizontal position. This
switch in centration suggests that when the control of explicit frame of
reference is removed, it is the longer of the two dimensions which now
captures the centerer's attention, not just the vertical dimension as was
suggested by an observation of performance on only those trials in which
the stimuli were placed in the vertical position. Based on these results
a hierarchy of context effects can be outlined which controls the child's
centration, in which frame of reference would be of primary importance
and the longer of dimension playing a secondary role and verticality
being of little or no significance. It is, of course, still possible that
controlling for the effects of both the two primary factors, verticality
could be the more dominant coordinate axis. However, this study does
not ciddress itself to that question.
To statistically validate the classification of these subjects
as centerers, analyses of variance were performed on the height x width
data matrices for height and width centerers separately, first for the
vertical position and then for the horizontal position. The mean scores
for the nine stimulus rectangles forming the height x width data matrices
are displayed for the separate groups of centerers in Tables 8 and 9»
Insert Tables 8 and 9 here
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graphs of these matrices are shown in Figures 1 and 2. As would be
Insert Figures 1 and 2 here
expected from the parallelism of graphs, the analysis of variance revealed "
no significant interaction in any of the height x width data matrices.
In addition, the analysis for height centerers shows a significant main
effect for height but no main effect for width, and conversely, the analysis
for width centerers shows a significant main effect for width but not for
height, validating the classification of these subjects as total unidimen-
sional centerers. It should be mentioned that Pearson chi square tests for
association were performed on the distributions of males and females classified
as centerers or compensators for both the kindergarten and second grade
with neither test approaching significance.
An analysis of the stage of operative thought in these centerers
as diagnosed by the conservation assessments will follow the amalysis of
the compensator's performance on the perceptual estimation task.
Analysis for compensators
With the centerers removed from the sample, analyses of variance
were performed on the raw scores from the perceptual estimation task for
a three within subjects (height x width x stimulus position), one between
subjects (experimental display conditions) repeated measures design for
each age group separately. Interestingly, there were no significant
main effects for the experimental display conditions in any of the five
age groups, signifying that compensators are evidently not influenced by
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the presence of contextual biases (which in itself is a sign of decentra-
tion). Thus, these experimental groups were pooled for all further
analyses. Also, no main effect was found for stimulus position (vertical
versus horizontal) in any of the age groups, thus infirming the tentative
hypothesis hased on the trend observed in pilot data, that there existed
and illusion of overestimation for the horizontal positions of the rec-
tangles relative to the vertical positions.
As predicted, highly significant height x width interactions
(p < .001) were present for all age groups, signifying the presence of
some form of dimensional compensation. To test the hypothesis that the
subjects were coordinating the two dimensions according to the weighted
multiplicative model r = (S^^l ) (S^^Z), a logarithmic transformation was
applied to every subject's scores, reconceptualizing the multiplicative
model as a weighted additive model i.e., log r = log + log S^,
and an analysis of variance was performed on the transformed scores,
separately for the two stimulus positions for each age group. No signi-
ficant height X width interactions were found for any of the aige groups,
validating the weighted multiplicative model for each age group of com-
pensators. The cell mesms of the transformed scores in the height x width
data matrix for each age group are displayed in Table 10.
Insert Table 10 here
Graphs of these cell means are presented in Figures 3i 4» 5» 6,
and 7, demonstrating the statistical parallelism of each of the data
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Insert Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 here
matrices. As explained earlier, the row and column means shown in Table
10 are linearly equivalent to the subjective scale values for the row
and column stimuli respectively, with the proportional spacing kept
intact. The spacing thus represents an interval scale of the row and
column stimuli and so, served as the appropriate spacing for the three
points on the abscissa in Figures 3 through 6. As can be seen in either
the column means for Table 10, or by comparing the graphs for different
age groups, not until the fourth grade do we observe approximate equal
spacing of the stimuli. Both the kindergarteners and the second grade
subjects consistently spread the subjective scale values for the first two
stimuli for each dimension further apart than the second stimulus from the
third, i.e., the psychological distance from 8 cm to 10 cm is considerably
more than 10 cm to 12 cm. The significance of this developmental phenomenon
is not entirely clear to this researcher and perhaps needs further study.
Although the absence of a statistical interaction in the height x
width data matrices for the transformed scores implies that the multipli-
cative integration model applies to each age group, of considerable
interest is the cpiestion of dimensional weighting and any gross devel-
opmental changes over the sige groups tested here which would imply
chajiges in decentering capacity. To obtain estimates of the weight
parameters W-] and the transformed multiplicative model into the
weighted adding model was conceptualized as a linear regression
equation Y = B-) X-; + B2 X2 + e, wherein Y is the
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observed mean response scores in the height x width matrix, and and
are logarithmic transformations of the physical values appropriate for
each observed Y score in the matrix. Thus, a least squares solution can
be applied to obtain both predicted Y values and the weights and B^.
This procedure was applied separately to each of the five age groups.
Scatter plots showing the deviations of the actual response scores
from the predicted scores and the estimates of the weight parameters for
each dimension are displayed in Figures 8 through 12. As is obvious in
Insert Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, amd 12 here
these graphs, the fit of the observed to the predicted scores is very good
for all ages. In addition, the weight parameters for each age group are
fairly close to one.
As was demonstrated in the section on function measurement proce-
dures above, a more exact statistical test of the question of equal weighting
to both dimensions is available by performing significance tests for both the
linear x linear component of the height x width interactions for the vintrans-
formed raw scores, and for the residual components after removal of the bi-
linear components. These tests were performed on each age group separately.
Since, the row and column means for the log scores revealed unequal spacing
for the subjective scale values for the kindergarten and second grade groups,
the orthogonal coefficients used in the bilinear trend analyses for these two
groups were derived by methods appropriate for unequal spacing (Anderson, 1970),
whereas the other age groups used orthogonal polynomial coefficients appropriate
for equally spaced intervals. The resulting ANOVA tables for each age group
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with the appropriate P tests for the bilinear and residual components of
the height X width interaction are displayed in Table 11. This table
Insert Table 11 here
shows both a highly significant bilinear component and a non significant
residual component for all age groups except the sixth grade wherein a
small, but marginally significant residual component appears. Thus,
for all age groups except the sixth grade, the weighting appears to be
equal for both dimensions. The nine cell means of the raw scores in
the height x width data matrices for each age group is shown in Table 12.
Insert Table 12 here
Graphs of these cell means appear in Figures 13 through I7, demonstrating
Insert Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, and I7 here
the conformance of these height x width data matrices to the theoretical
form of a set of diverging straight lines expected of any multiplicative
model with both weights equal to one,
A close inspection of Figure 16 for the sixth grade subjects
makes apparent that the significant residual component is probably due to
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large overestimation of the largest stimulus rectangle in both stimulus
positions. An inspection of the single subject's data for this group
revealed a majority of subjects showing this pattern of considerable over-
estimation of this particular stimulus. There appears no good explanation
of this observation and it is possible that it could be due to sampling
error. Despite this anomaly, all the other age groups fit the theoretical
form very well indeed.
Interestingly, on comparing the actual physical area of the nine
rectangles shown in Table 4 with the means for each age group displayed
in Table 12, it can be seen that every age group overestimated the area
for all nine stimulus rectangles. In order to get a true picture of this
overestimation, each of the nine physical areas were appropriately sub- '
tracted from each subject's scores to yield deviation scores for every
subject. Table 13 shows the average deviations for each of the nine
rectajigles and the average deviation over all the rectangles for each age
Insert Table 13 here
group. To test for the significance of these overestimations, analyses
of variance were performed on the deviation scores for each age group
separately, and a significant main effect for the mean of these deviation
scores was found for every age group (p < .01). This consistent over-
estimation phenomena is most likely due to the commonly observed error
of the standard (Piaget I969) wherein the fixed stimulus is usually
overestimated relative to a variable stimulus. Close inspection across
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age groups of the average deviation scores for the nine rectangles shown
in Tahle 13 allows two important observations: (i) the average devia-
tions for each of the nine rectangles across age groups are veiy similar
and (ii) the pattern of average deviation within the matrices is similar
across age groups such that the largest overestimations are always found
when the two stimulus dimensions are most unequal, i.e., when the height
to width dimension yields the highest ratio; and the smallest overesti-
mation occurs when this ratio is the least, i.e., the stimulus is most
squ£u:e-like.
Prom the results so far, the following conclusions may he drawn:
(i) the transition from centration to decentration occurs as early as
kindergarten age, and develops rapidly from a stage of total unidemen-
sional centration to a stage of totally accurate decentration with equal
weighting applied to both stimulus dimensions; (ii) as soon as decentra-
tion develops, there is an accompanying veridical perception in estimat-
ing spatial quantity equal to that of adults; (iii) stimulus display
conditions dominate the young child's field of centration; the most im-
portant being the frame of reference for making comparisions between the
stimulus objects, and the longer of the two dimensions capturing the
child's attention when frame of reference factors are irrelevant. Con-
traury to prior research, verticality played no role in the young child's
centration in this study; (iv) stimulus display conditions have no
effect on the performance of subjects who are able to coordinate the
two stimulus dimensions.
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Logical operations and decentration
For a clear picture of the relationship between stage of opera-
tive thinking and the centration to compensation shift observed in this
study, the distribution of subjects as centerers or compensators in
terms of their success or failure on the four separate conservation
assessments (number, water, space, and area) is displayed in Table I4.
An inspection of Table I4 makes immediately apparent that for the vast
Insert Table I4 here
majority of both kindergarteners and second graders, compensators are
conservers whereas centerers are nonconservers. In fact, the distribu-
tions are such that it appears that the transition from centration to
compensation is integrally related to the emergence of logical operations.
To statistically validate this relationship, Pearson chi square tests for
association between conservation success on each of the four tests and
compensation ability were performed on the distributions in the eight
two-fold tables shown in Table I4. As could be expected, all were highly
significant (p < .01), except for the one distribution of kindergarten
subjects for area conservation (see Table I4). This is of some interest
in that the ability to compensate spatial dimension in estimating area
is not contingent upon area conservation ability. This is possibly due
to the fact that area conservation tasks do not contain compensating
dimensions as in water and two dimensional space conservation tasks, but
rather requires more complex mental manipulations of many spatial quantities
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simultaneously (the rearrangements of the harna on the fields), thus
making it a more difficult task.
Of considerable interest, however, is the observation that
excluding area conservation, there is still a small, but indismissable
number of centerers who are conservers and a small number of compensators
who are assessed as nonconservers. Although some of these cases could
be attributed to measurement errors in assessment, the number of both cases
exceeds what might be reasonably expected as assessment errors. Thus,
although the results demonstrate a strong relationship between compensa-
tion and conservation abilities, the exact nature of this relationship
remains unclear and requires additional research for a more definitive
conclusion.
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Cfeneral Discussion
This investigation began by analyzing the difference in structure
between perception and logical intelligence in the developing organism.
This led to questions concerning the child's knowledge of compensating
dimensions and the ability to coordinate spatial dimensions in a percep-
tual estimation task not requiring strict logical reasoning. These ques-
tions were cast into an information integration paradigm and the rigorous
methods and statistical procedures of functional measurement were utilized
to analyze the problem. The results obtained clearly demonstrate that
development changes abruptly from a state of complete concentration on
one stimulus dimension to a complete decentration and coordination of
compensating stimulus dimensions with equal weighting assigned to the two
stimulus dimensions. Moreover the transition is highly related to the
child's stage of operational thought, although this research does not
msike the nature of this relationship altogether clear, especially in
terms of causative sigents. Future research should focus more closely on
this transitional period. Also, it appears that perceptual accuracy in
this task is as veridical in young children as soon as they develop the
ability to coordinate the dimensions as found with adult subjects.
An additional important finding is the exceedingly powerful effect
of display conditions on the non compensating child's single dimensional
centration. We may now include from these results that neither verticality
per se nor the longer of the stimulus dimensions primarily determine the
perceptual salience of one dimension over the other. Rather, dimensional
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saliency and thus centration itself, can he easily manipulated by placing
the stimuli to be compared on a definite horizontal or vertical axis.
Thus when the stimuli are placed directly beside each other on a horizon-
tal plane, the height or verticality is salient. However, the exact
same stimuli placed on top of one another in a vertical plane causes a
shift in salience to the width or horizontal dimensions. However, with
placement of the two stimuli on any other angle, the longer of the two
dimensions appears to control dimensional salience. Thus, under these
conditions, when the longer dimension is in the vertical position, height
becomes salient, but, when the horizontal dimension is the longer, the
width appears to capture the child's attention. Not only do these results
invalidate the hypothesis that verticality per se is the salient dimension
for young children, but more importantly, invalidates those arguments
attempting to explain young children's nonconserving responses on the
basis of the stimulus bias of the vertical dimension which is supposed to
capture the yo\inger child's attention ajad inhibit the child's true cognitive
capacity (Beilin, 1964» Poteat and Hulsebus, I968). Rather, these results
sxiggest that younger preoperational children's centration is the result of
an undeveloped capacity for coordinating dimensions and their attention is
focused on different dimensions depending on the contextual cues. Thus,
the point made here is that rather than vertical salience determining the
lack of conservation ability, it appears more likely that lack of dimensional
coordination in the conservation task results in vertical centration. For
as these results demonstrate, even when the vertical dimension is posi-
tioned such that it is no longer the salient dimension, we do not observe a
coordination of the dimensions, just a shift in centration to the other
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dimension. In suport of this hypothesis, is some observations made by
this researcher during the course of the experiment. After centerers,
under the instructions to give the black cow just as much to eat as the
white cow, would match a particular dimension of the rectangle with the
adjustable square, the experimenter often asked them which cow had more
grass to eat. Without exception, every child who .was asked this question
(approximately half of the centerers), could correctly identify that
stimulus with the larger area! The experimenter would exclaim, "But we
don't want this one (pointing) to have more. We want this one to have
just as much as this one. Can you make this one have just as much as this
one?" The majority of children would then withdraw the adjustable square
as if they now understood the question and were going to coordinate the
dimensions. However, without exception, they would move the adjustable
square back to its previous point exactly matching only one dimension.
A few even remarked to the effect that it was impossible to have the cows
eat the same amount. Thus, it became obvious that these centerers knew
intuitively which stimulus was of greater area, yet they possessed no
cognitive structures for which to integrate and coordinate the two dimen-
sions.
It should be noted that since the apparatus in this study lay flat
on a table, vertically and horizontally refer to a two dimensional space
in the same plane, such that vertically is actually the near-far coordinate
with respect to the subject. This terminology is slightly different from
the usual conception of verticality as the up-down coordinate with reference
to our upright position as humans. Thus an interesting variation in this
task might be to place the apparatus in an upright position.
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In recent years, many developmental psychologists have considered
the role of attention to be of fundamental importance in cognitive de-
velopment. Some of these investigators have been particularly interested
in demonstrating the role of attention to relevant stimulus attributes
in the acquisition of certain logical operations (Gelman, I969; Gagne,
1968; Kingsley and Hall, I967; Kohnstamn, I967). However, in the present
writer's view, these researchers have confused two separate issues in
children's attention which need to be distinguished. The first of these
is the young child's deficiency in systematically exploring the entire
stimulus configuration (centration). The second issue concerns the
integration or coordination of the information obtained by such explora-
tion of a stimulus. More importantly, centration appears as the result
of an undeveloped integrative mechanism. It appears that some researchers
either not recognizing this distinction or not accepting it, have
attempted to educate children's attention in certain logical tasks by
various experimental controls designed to displace the child's attention
to the relevant attributes, as if the proper integration of the informa-
tion obtained by such displacements will necessarily follow. In contrast
to this line of research, Pasqual-Leone and his colleagues (Pasqual-Leone,
1970? Pasqual-Leone and Smith, 1969; Case, 1972) have demonstrated with
a good deal of success the utility of a mental capacity construct
which consists of a transformational attention spaui and is defined as
the number of figural schemes which can be integrated or coordinated in
any one cognitive act. This mental capacity construct is supposed to
develop quantitatively over age and is hypothesized as the underlying
transition rule in Piaget's stages ( Pasqual-Leone, 1970).
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The results of the present study can be interpreted as supporting
this idea of the necessity of underlying integrative mechanisms which
can coordinate information, and that centration appears as the result of
such an undeveloped integrative mechanism. For as it was demonstrated in
this investigation, the child's attention to particular dimensions can
easily be manipulated by a change of display conditions without any
accompanying integration of the information obtained by such successive
centrations.
What remains luianswered from this investigation and thus deserv-
ing of further study, is the form of the relationship between ability to
compensate dimension and the development of concrete operations. Such
an investigation would probably require longitudinal studies of individual
children's development of both abilities.
Another direction this research could take is an investigation
of children's coordination of more than two compensating dimensions, such
as matching the volume of adjustable 3-dimensional cube with a 3-dimensional
rectangular solid. It may be reasonable to hypothesize that the
cooirdination of more than two stimulus dimensions would require a more
complex information integration mechanism and this emerge later in de-
velopment.
Finally, this study exemplified a new experimental approach to
research in cognitive and perceptual development. The information inte-
gration paradigm provides a unique method for the study of children's
thinking. And functional measurement procedures offer remarkable flexi-
bility, applicable to any size factorial design. The analyses are rela-
tively straightforward £ind could offer a powerful means for researching
children's judgments in many diverse experimental situations.
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Figure 1. A drawing of the apparatus.
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TABLE 8
MEAN SCORES FOR THE NINE STIMULUS RECTANGLES FOR HEIGHT
CENTERERS IN BOTH STIMULUS POSITIONS*
Height Centerers
Vertical position Horizontal position
^1 ^2 H3 ^1 «2
^1 59.8 98.0 127.8 9.8 20.1 39.5
^2 ^^'^ ^OO-"" 133.0 10.8 23.3 42.4
^3 64.0 100.3 133.5 11.2 24.0 42.3
N
- 12 N - 15
TABLE 9
MEAN SCORES FOR THE NINE STIT^ULUS RECTANGLES FOR THE
WIDTH CENTERERS IN BOTH STIMULUS POSITIONS*
Width Centerers
Vertical position Horizontal position
«1 «2 «1 «2 '3
10.2 9.8 12.2 58.9 61.7 64.0
16.0 14.5 19.1 95.8 96.0 98.5
40.0 41.3 34.5 137.7 139.4 140.2
N = 9 N » 6
H - Height
W = Width
* pooled across both age groups and experimental display conditions
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TABLE 10
CELL MEANS FOR THE TRANSFORMED SCORES IN THE
HEIGHT X WIDTH DATA MATRICES
Vertical position X Horizontal position VA
3.00 3.43 3.56 3.33 3.02 3.39 3.35
Kindergarten 3.62 3.94 4.08 3.88 3.66 3.92 4.12 3.91
3.96 4.21 4.44 4.19 3.99 4.20 4.40 4.19
Column X 3.53 3.86 4.01 3.55 3.84
3.11 3.49 3.65 3.41 3.21 3.50 3.44
Second grade 3.64 3.96 3.94 3.85 3.62 3.91 4.03 3.85
3.91 4.16 4.35 4.14 3.90 4.08 4.32 4.10
Column X 3.55 3.87 3.98 3.58 3.83 J. 77
2.92 3.22 3.34 3. lo 3.08 3.26 3.24
Fourth grade 3.52 3.72 3.88 3.71 3.61 3.73 3.93 3.75
3.89 4.10 4.32 4.18 3.91 4.09 4.26 4.09
Column X 3.44 3.67 3.85 3.53 3.6Q
2.90 3.22 3.84 T "1 ft3.19 2.98 3.22 3.50 3.23
3.62 3.76 3.95 1 7ft 3.70 3.84 4.01 Or*3.85
3.92 4.20 4.44 4.19 3.94 4.22 4.44 • 4.20
Column X 3.50 3.73 3.93 3.54 3.76 3.99
3.02 3.24 3.44 3.23 3.01 3.25 3.43 3.23
Adults 3.60 3.84 4.00 . 3.81 3.60 3.84 3.99^ 3.81
3.89 4.11 4.34 4.16 3.94 4.13 4.35 4.14
Column X 3.50 3.73 3.93 3.51 3.74 3.92
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PREDICTED
4.8
4.6
44
4.2
4.0
3.8
3.6-
3.4-
3.2.
3.0-
2.8.
Wi = 1.16 (HEIGHT)
W2= 1.04 (WIDTH)
2.8 3.0 3.2 4.2 4.4 4.6 4B34 3.6 3.8 4.0
OBSERVED
FIGURE 8. DEVIATIONS OFTHE NINE OBSERVED MEANS(X LOG SCORE) FOR THE HEIGHT X WIDTH DATA MATRIXFROM THE PREDICTED SCORES FOR KINDERGARTEN SUB
J ECTS«
66
2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 44 4.6 4.8
OBSERVED
FIGURE 9. DEVIATIONS OF THE NINE OBSERVED MEANS
(X LOG SCORE) FOR THE HEIGHT X WIDTH DATA MATRIX
FROM THE PREDICTED SCORES FOR SECOND GRADE
SUBJECTS.
67
PREDICTED Wi = .83 (HEIGHT)
W2 = 1.11 (WIDTH)
2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4,0 4,2 44 4-6 4.8
OBSERVED
FIGURE 10. DEVIATIONS OF THE NINE OBSERVED MEANS
(X LOG SCORE)FOR THE HEIGHT X WIDTH DATA MATRIX
FROM THE PREDICTED SCORES FOR FOURTH GRADE
SUBJECTS.
68
PREDICTED Wi = .91 (HEIGHT)
W2 = 1.10 (WIDTH)
2,8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8
OBSERVED
FIGURE 11. DEVIATIONS OF THE NINE OBSERVED MEANS
0< LOG SCORE) FOR THE HEIGHT X WIDTH DATA MATRIX
FROM THE PREDICTED SCORES FOR SIXTH GRADE SUB-
JECTS.
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PREDICTED Wi = .82 (HEIGHT)
W2 = 1.15 (WIDTH)
2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 44 4.6 4.6
OBSERVED
FIGURE 12. DEVIATIONS OF THE NINE OBSERVED MEANS
(X LOG SCORE) FOR THE HEIGHT X WIDTH DATA MATRIX
FROM THE PREDICTED SCORES FOR ADULT SUBJECTS.
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TABLE 12
CELL MEANS FOR THE RAW SCORES IN THE
-
.
HEIGHT X WIDTH DATA MATRICES
Vert:Leal Posit ion Horizontal Posit "i nn
Kindergarten: 21.00 32.42 36.42 21.00 31.0 39.67
38.75 52.67 60.50 40.08 51.75 62.92
53.16 68.17 81.92 54.50 67.67 81.75
Second grade: 23.00 33.60 39.47 25.93 34.20 38.60
28.80 50.60 55.07 38.27 50.73 56.93
50.00 65.27 78.00 50.27 59.67 75.26
Fourth grade: 19.29 26.04 29.25 22.67 27.21 30.54
34.87 42.42 59.58 37.46 42.38 51.70
44.92
.
61.33 76.91 50.13 60.28 73.17
^p.o3 30.75 20.42 26.21 34.71
38.50 44.42 52.71 41.33 47.59 56.37
51.45 68.23 86.71 51.83 69.25 86.29
Adults: 29.92 26.16 31.33 29.96 26.16 31.29
37.04 46.97 55.66 37.04 46.58 54.16
49.20 62.00 72.12 51.58 62.58 77.46
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TABLE 13
W
W
J^.rl^nl^l'^^^ (AVERAGE OVERESTIMATION)PGR EACH OF THE NINE RECTANGLES FOR ALL AGE GROUPS
Kindergarten
Vertical position u • ,
^ Horizontal position
H 2
1 2 3
» 1 5.0 12,4 1? 6 5.0 11.0 15.6
2 6.7 12.6 12.
S
0.0 11.7 14.6
3 5.2 8 1 0 n
6.5 7.6 9.7
X = 10.0
Second grade
» 1 7.0 1"^ 6
14.2 14.6
2 6.8 1 ^ 7«0 6.2 10.7 8.4
J 2 ? J.
2
0.0 2.2
.31 3.2
X = 8.S X = 7.7
» 1 3.3 6.0 5.6 6.6 7 5 6.5
2 2.8 1i .0 5.4 2.3 3.7
3 1.9 1.3 4.9 2.1
.3 1.2
X = 3.3 X - 3.9
Sixth grade
- 1 4.5 5.8 6.3 4.4 6.2 10.7
2 6.5 4.4 4.7 9.3 7.5 8.3
3 3.4 8.6 14.7 3.8 9.2 14.3
X - 6.6 X - 8.2
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TABLE 13 CONTINUED
Adults
Vertical positionHI 2 3
W
- 1 5.2 7.4 8.5
2 4.8 4.2 4.5
3 2.6 4.2 4.4
X » 5.1
Horizontal position
1 2 3
4.9 6.1 7.3
5.0 6.6 6.1
3.4 2.3 5.4
X - 5.3
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TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OP COMPEIJSATORS AOT) CENTERERS IN
TERMS OP CONSERVATION BEHAVIOR
Kindergarten Second grade
Centerers Compensators Centerers CompensatorsN =12 N = 12 N = 9 N = 15Conservers
Number
Nonconservers 1 1
^
Conservers 0 iq
Water
Nonconservers 12 2
Conservers 0 5
Space
Nonconservers 1 2 3
Conservers 0 2
Area
Nonconservers 12 10
15
15
15
11

